Surface charge determines the lung inflammogenicity: A study with polystyrene nanoparticles.
Surface functionalization is a routine process to improve the behavior of nanoparticles (NPs), but the induced surface properties, such as surface charge, can produce differential toxicity profiles. Here, we synthesized a library of covalently functionalized fluorescent polymeric NPs (F-PLNPs) to evaluate the role of surface charge on the acute inflammation and the localization in the lung. Guanidinium-, acetylated-, zwitterionic-, hydroxylated-, PEGylated-, carboxylated- and sulfated-F-PLNPs were synthesized from aminated-F-PLNP. The primary particle sizes were identical, but the hydrodynamic sizes ranged from 210 to 345 nm. Following surface functionalization, the F-PLNPs showed diverse zeta potentials from -41.2 to 31.0 mV, and each F-PLNP showed a single, narrow peak. Pharyngeal aspiration with these eight types of F-PLNPs into rats produced diverse acute lung inflammation, with zeta potentials of the F-PLNPs showing excellent correlation with acute pulmonary inflammation parameters including the percentage of polymorphonuclear leukocytes (R(2) = 0.90, p < 0.0001) and the levels of interleukin-1β (R(2) = 0.83, p < 0.0001) and of cytokine-induced neutrophil chemoattractant-3 (R(2) = 0.86, p < 0.0001). These results imply that surface charge is a key factor influencing lung inflammation by functionalized polymeric NPs, which further confirms and extends the surface charge paradigm that we reported for pristine metal oxide NPs. This demonstrates that the surface charge paradigm is a valuable tool to predict the toxicity of NPs.